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Abstract— In this paper, we propose fast string

matching system using GPU for large scale string

matching. The key of our proposed system is the use

of bit-parallel pattern matching approach for compact

NFA representation and fast simulation of NFA tran-

sition on GPU. In the experiments, we show the use-

fulness of our proposed pattern matching system.

I. Introduction

By rapid growth of network infrastructure and sensor
technologies, massive amount data have emerged in var-
ious fields. The large-scale pattern matching prob-
lem is one of the most important problems, where a pat-
tern matching system has to work with a large number
of input pattern against the huge amount of data. These
problems are, however, quite CPU-intensive tasks and it
is difficult for a software on CPU to efficiently process
massive data streams real time. Therefore, researches on
programmable hardware such as GPU have attracted in-
creasing attention for recent years.

GPU (Graphics Processing Unit) is a special hardware
for graphics processing, has several hundreds of processing
units and high memory band width.

In this paper, we propose fast pattern matching system,
RunHNFA using GPU for very long and a large number
of extended pattern. To handle very long patten whose
NFA does not fit into a computer word, we use the spe-
cial NFA called a hierarchical NFA (HNFA). HNFA
consists of a collection of small NFAs, each of which is
encoded by a bit-vector stored in a computer word, and
organized into a hierarchical structure. The key of this
system is the use of fast bit-parallel simulation [6] of tran-
sition of HNFA. Finally, we ran experiments on the amino-
acid sequence data to evaluate efficiency of the proposed
system. In the experiments, our proposed pattern match-
ing system achieves 2 times faster than pattern matching
algorithm on CPU.

Related works: We explain a recent research of large-
scale string matching. Lin and Tsai [3] proposed an ex-
tension of Aho-Corasick algorithm [1] for GPU. This algo-
rithm supports exact pattern matching for multiple pat-
terns. Wu, Diao, and Rizvi [10] gave pattern matching

algorithm for complex event processing. Margara and
Cugola [5] proposed complex event processing engine on
GPU.

II. Preliminaries

A. Extended pattern matching

Let Σ be a finite alphabet of letters. A text of length
n on Σ is a sequence T = t1 · · · tn ∈ Σ∗. In what follows,
≡ means the notational equivalence. The target pattern
that our proposed system deals with is the class of ex-
tended patterns defined as follows.

Definition 1 (Extended pattern) The class of ex-
tended pattern is a subclass of regular expressions de-
fined as follows: an extended pattern P = a1 · · · am (m ≥
0), where for each 1 ≤ i ≤ m, ai is an expression, called
a component, with one of the following forms:

1. A letter ai = a ∈ Σ is a component with the lan-
guage by L(a) = a.

2. A don’t care ai = . is a component with the the
language by L(a) = Σ. This matches any letter in Σ.

3. A class of letters ai = β is a component, where
β ⊆ Σ, with the language L(β) = β. As notation, we
write [ab · · · ] for β = {a, b, . . .}. Note that a letter
a ∈ Σ and a don’t care symbol ’.’ are a class of
letters.

4. An optional letter ai = β? is a component, where
β ⊆ Σ is a class of letters, and β? ≡ (β|ε)

5. Bounded repeats ai = β{x, y}, ai = β{, y}, ai =
β{x} are components with equivalence β{x, y} ≡
(β?)y−xβx, β{y} ≡ (β?)y, β{x} ≡ (β)x, respectively,
where β ∈ Σ and x ≤ y.

6. Unbounded repeats ai = β∗ and ai = β+ are
components, where β ∈ Σ is a class of letters, and
β+ = ββ∗.

For P = a1 · · · am, we define its language by L(P ) =
L(a1) · · ·L(am) and size of P is defined as m.
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Fig. 1. The NFA of P1 on Example 1

Example 1 For finite alphabet Σ = {A, B,C}, P1 =
AB+A?B?C?CB?C?A? is an example of the extended
pattern.

Finally, we define multiple extended pattern matching
problem as below.

Definition 2 (Multiple extended pattern matching
problem) The multiple extended pattern match-
ing problem is, given an extended pattern set P =
{P1, · · · , Pk} and an input text T of length n, to out-
put the set of all end position of a pattern Pi in T for
i = 1, . . . k

B. Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm

Bit-parallelism is a faster calculation method using in-
resister parallelism, which takes advantage of the intrin-
sic parallelism of the bitwise and arithmetic operations
inside a computer word. It is also called SWAR (SIMD
Within A Register), or broadword computation [8]. The
extended SHIFT-AND algorithm, proposed by Navarro
and Raffinot [6, 7], is a pattern matching algorithm for
an extended pattern. In the preprocessing phase of this
algorithm, we construct non-deterministic finite au-
tomaton (NFA for short) corresponding to input ex-
tended pattern P , and then, in the runtime phase, we
search for all the occurrence of P in an input text T using
bit parallel simulation of NFA transition. Figure 1 is an
NFA of pattern P1on Example 1. The extended SHIFT-
AND algorithm runs in O(m+ |Σ|) time for preprocessing
phase, O(nd`/we) time for runtime phase, and it con-
sumes (2|Σ| + 4)d`/we word for memory space, where w
is the bit length of registers and ` is the number of states
of NFA corresponding to input pattern P .

C. Model of computation

As the model of computation, we assume a unit-cost
RAM with word length w. For any bitmask length s, a
bitmask is a bit sequence X = bs · · · b1 ∈ {0, 1} of ell
bits. For bitmask with ` ≤ w, we assume that the fol-
lowing Boolean and arithmetic operations are performed
in O(1) time: bitwise AND “&”, bitwise OR “|”, bit-
wise NOT “∼”, bitwise XOR “∧”, right shift “<<”,
left shift “>>”, integer addition “+”, integer sub-
traction “−”. The space complexity is measured in the
number of words.

D. GPU

Graphics processing unit (GPU) is a special hard-
ware for graphics processing. It has several sets of process-
ing unit, called stream multi-processor (SM), and each
SM has Q SIMD processing core and shared memory
of size M which can access in low-latency. For example,
a high-end GPU, Nvidia GeForce GTX 480 released in
2011, has 15 SMs with Q = 32 cores and shared memory
of M = 64 KB, totally equipped with 480 cores.

A GPU achieves fast graphics processing by running
hundreds of threads using SMs with shared memory. The
use of a GPU instead of a CPU to perform general purpose
computation is known as GPGPU (General Purpose
computing on GPUs, or GPU) and its researches
have attracted much attention in recent years, especially
in high performance computing fields [2, 4, 9].

III. Pattern Matching System on GPUs

In this section, we present our pattern matching system
on GPU based on simulation of NFAs using RunHNFA
algorithm.

A. Architecture of proposed system

The architecture of the proposed system consists of two
part: host side computing using CPU and device side
computing using GPU. Our system works as below:

1. Construct a set of bitmasks for each pattern Pi ∈ Pat
on the host side.

2. Transport sets of bitmasks to the device side.

3. Run pattern matching algorithm using sets of bit-
masks parallely on the device side.

4. Return the results of pattern matching to the host
side.

B. RunHNFA algorithm

We show our pattern matching algorithm for extended
pattern matching problem called RunHNFA. As prepro-
cessing in this algorithm, we first transform input pattern
P into hierarchical NFA (HNFA for short). The hier-
archical NFA is a NFA specially designed for parallel cal-
culation of NFA simulation, consisting of upper module
UM and lower module LM . Figure 2 shows the hierar-
chical NFA of Example 1 for w = 4. Next, we constructs
a set of bitmasks corresponding the hierarchical NFA. We
use five types of bitmasks defined as follows:

• Ch[c] is a w bit mask that indicates all bit-positions
of letter move labeled with a letter c in input pattern
P . That is, Ch[c][i] = 1 iff the state i has a letter
move edge labeled with c ∈ Σ.
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Fig. 2. Transition of hierarchical NFA .

• Rep[c] is the w bit mask that indicates all bit-
positions of self-loops labeled with a letter c in input
pattern P . That is, Rep[c][i] = 1 iff the state i has a
self-loop labeled with c ∈ Σ.

• Ebeg is the w bit mask that sets 1 at the previous
position of the lowest bit-position of every ε-block.

• Eblk is the w bit mask that sets 1’s at all positions
of in every ε-block.

• Eend is the w bit mask that sets 1 at the highest
bit-position of every ε-block.

After the calculation of a set of bitmasks, we run run-
time algorithm (Fig. 3) to find all the occurrence of in-
put extended pattern on the text. In runtime algorithm
RunHNFA, first we initialize the hierarchical NFA. Next,
we simulate hierarchical NFA transition as below for each
letter on input text:

Step1 Transport the active state from UM to LM (Line 6).

Step2 Simulate NFA transition on LM (Line 7).

Step3 Transport the active state from LM to UM (Line 8).

Step4 Simulate NFA transition on UM (Line 10).

Step5 Check the acceptance and report occurrence (Line
11).

IV. Time and Space Complexity

In this section, we analyze space and time complexity
of our GPU pattern matching system. Let L = d`/we
be the number of computer words necessary to store the
state set of an NFA with ` states.

A. Space complexity

In RunHNFA algorithm, hierarchical NFA has one up-
per module and k lower modules, where k = L = d`/we.
For a upper module, it consists of state set mask S and

Algorithm 1 RunHNFA(UM, (LMj)k−1
j=0 : module, T : text)

1: procedure Search
2: n← length(T );
3: UM.I ← 0w−11;
4: EpsClo(UM);
5: for i = 0 to n do
6: for j = 0 to k − 1 do

UpperToLower(UM, LMj);
7: par j = 0 to k − 1 do

RunExShiftAnd(LMj , T [i]);
8: for j = 0 to k − 1 do

LowerToUpper(LMj , UM);
9: Syncthreads();

10: EpsClo(UM)
11: if UM.S & Bit(w) 6= 0 then
12: report an occurrence at i;

Fig. 3. The pattern matching algorithm using hierarchical NFA.

Algorithm 2 EpsClo(M : module)
1: M.S ←M.S |M.I
2: Z ←M.S |M.Eend
3: M.S ←M.S | (M.Eblk &((∼ (Z −M.Ebeg)) ∧ Z))

Fig. 4. The procedure EpsClo for computing ε-closure.

Algorithm 3 RunExShiftAnd(LMj : module, T [i]: letter)
1: LM.S ← LM.S | LM.I;
2: EpsClo(LM);
3: LM.S ← (((LM.S << 1) | LM.I)& LM.Ch[T [i]]) |

(LM.S & LM.Rep[T [i]]);
4: EpsClo(LM);

Fig. 5. The procedure RunExShiftAnd for simulating NFA
transition on the lower module.

Algorithm 4 UpperToLower(UM, LM : modules)
1: if UM.S & Bit(j) 6= 0
2: then LM.I ← 1;
3: else LM.I ← 0;

Fig. 6. The procedure UpperToLower for transporting active state
from upper module to lower module of hierarchical NFA.

three ε-transition masks of length w. For a lower mod-
ule, it consists of state set mask S, three ε-transition
masks, and |Σ| arrays of bitmasks for character transition



Algorithm 5 LowerToUpper(LM,UM : module)
1: if LM.S & Bit(w) 6= 0
2: then UM.S ← UM.S | Bit(j);
3: else UM.S ← UM.S &(∼ Bit(j));

Fig. 7. The procedure LowerToUpper for transporting active state
from upper module to lower module of hierarchical NFA.

TABLE I
Space complexity of RunHNFA algorithm.

module S ε- chr- #module total
move move

Upper 1 3 0 1 4

Lower 1 3 2|Σ| d`/we (4 + 2|Σ|)d`/we

and self-loop transition. Therefore, the memory usage of
RunHNFA is,

Sall = (2|Σ|+ 4)d`/we+ 4
= O(|Σ|d`/we) (words)

The details are given in TableI.
For multi-stream pattern matching which is single

pattern matching on s streams, our algorithm can deal
the task using one set of bitmasks (same as signal stream
pattern matching) and s state set mask. In this situation,
we consume

Sall = s(d`/we+ 1) + (2|Σ|+ 3)d`/we+ 3
= O((s + |Σ|)d`/we) (words)

memory space.

B. Time complexity

If the NFA size is `, our algorithm runs in O(`) time for
preprocessing phase. The RunHNFA shown in Fig. 3 sim-
ulates NFA transition for each letter T [i] for i = 1, . . . n.
In the calculation of NFA transition (line 5 to 12), the pro-
cedure UpperToLower (Fig. 6), RunExShiftAnd (Fig. 5),
and LowerToUpper (Fig. 7) are performed on every lower
module LMj(0 ≤ j ≤ k−1), each procedure runs in O(1)
time, the total time on lower modules is O(k) = O(d`/we).
For the upper module, the procedure EpsClo is performed
on upper module runs in O(1) time. Therefore, the total
time of NFA simulation of each character in the input text
is

O(d`/we) + O(1) = O(d`/we) (time). (1)

Theorem 1 Our proposed pattern matching algorithm
RunHNFA solves extended pattern matching problem in
O(nd`/we) time using O(`) time for preprocessing and
O(|Σ|d`/we) space, where n is the length of the input text,

TABLE II
Running time of GPU algorithms (sec), where t represents
the number of patterns that can be allocated to each SM.

Algorithm t Number of Patterns p
20 40 60 80 100

ArrayNFA 4 568.2 569.1 570.1 571.6 628.5
RunHNFA 14 20.9 23.8 29.3 32.8 32.6
SpeedUp – x26 x24 x19 x19 x19

` is the size of NFA of input pattern, w is the computer
word length.

V. Experiments

To evaluate the performance of our proposed system,
we implemented following algorithms:

• RunHNFA: the GPU implementation of the pro-
posed bit-parallel matching algorithm RunHNFA of
Sec. III.B in CUDA language1, which is a hierarchi-
cal version of Extended SHIFT-AND algorithm
by Navarro and Raffinot [6].

• RunHNFA-CPU: the CPU implementation of
RunHNFA algorithm in C++ language.

• ArrayNFA: the GPU implementation of the origi-
nal non-hierarchical version of Extended SHIFT-
AND algorithm [6], using integer array of length `
for representing a state set.

The experiments were performed on workstation
equipped with a 2.8GHz Intel Core i7 processor with
12GB RAM and Nvidia GTX 480, operating on Debian
GNU/Linux 6.0.5. We used g++ 4.6.3 and CUDA 5.0 as
the compiler.

In what follows, let ` be a size of NFA of input pat-
tern. In the experiments, we used 10 MB of amino-acid
sequence data whose alphabet size is |Σ| = 20 from Ex-
PASy : SIB Bioinformatics Resource Portal2 as the input
text and random generated extended string as the input
pattern.

A. The comparison of algorithms on GPU

In this experiment, we measured running time of al-
gorithms on GPU by varying the number of input pat-
tern from 20 to 100. We fix the input extended pat-
tern size as ` = 130. Thus, the number of modules is
L = d130/32e = 4. Table. II shows the result of this ex-
periment. The column t on table. II represents the num-
ber of executable thread on each SM on GPU. In the table,

1https://developer.nvidia.com/category/zone/cuda-zone
2http://expasy.org/
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Fig. 8. The running time of the GPU version of pattern matcher
(RunHNFA) and its CPU version (RunHNFA-CPU) by varying
input pattern length.

ArrayNFA ran 4 pattern matchers per SM with 64KB of
shared memory and totally 4 logical threads. RunHNFA
ran 14 pattern matchers per SM with the same amount
of shared memory and totally 14×4 = 56 logical threads.
The table shows RunHNFA is about from 19 to 26 times
faster than ArrayNFA for the number of patterns p = 20
to 100.

B. Comparison of input pattern length

We compared the running time of RunHNFA and
RunHNFA-CPU by varying the word length of input pat-
tern NFA L = d`/we. In Fig. 8, we observe the running
time of GPU implementation is faster than CPU except
the word length of the input pattern L = 1. We also
observe GPU implementation is two times faster when
L = 12.

C. Running time against the number of patterns

We measure the running time of our GPU system by
varying the number of patterns from 10 to 200. We fix
the pattern length ` = 100. Fig. 9 shows the result of
this experiment. In Fig. 9, the running time significantly
changes when the number of input patterns is 140.
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Fig. 9. The running time of GPU pattern matcher (RunHNFA)
against the number of input patterns.

VI. Conclusion

In this paper we propose fast extended pattern match-
ing system on GPU. In the proposed system, we give the
GPU extension of bit-parallel pattern matching algorithm
RunHNFA based on module decomposition of NFA. In
the experiment, our algorithm achieved two times faster
than CPU version of RunHNFA. The key of fast pattern
matching is the compact representation of NFA using bit-
parallel technique and module decomposition for GPU
parallel execution.

As the future work, it is an interesting problem to ex-
tend our system to real world stream data such as GPS
trajectories.
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